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Introduction: because before and after 2013
Traditional because: 

Because + full clause 

a. “I didn’t do my homework because I was too tired.”

Because + of + noun phrase (NP)

b. “I didn’t do my homework because of my lack of sleep.”



Introduction: because before and after 2013
Because + N

c. I can't come out tonight because Skyrim.

Because + VP

d.



Introduction: because before and after 2013
Because + adj.

e. 

Because + interjection

f. 



Because internet: where “Because X” might come 
from
We keep trying to find ways to make things shorter and/or more expressive 
because internet. 

Meme (Wiktionary): 

1. Any unit of cultural information, such as a practice or idea, that is 
transmitted verbally or by repeated action from one mind to another in a 
comparable way to the transmission of genes. 

2. (Internet, slang) Something, usually humorous, which is copied and 
circulated online with slight adaptations, including quizzes, basic pictures, 
video templates etc. [from 1993]



Because internet

(Carey 2014)



Because internet

(Ryan Pequin 2011)



Because internet



http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/because-race-
car



Because internet

(Carey 2014)



Pragmatic effects: because reasons, because 
science and because logic

“Because X” phrases can have different effects / a different meaning from their 
full-clause equivalents 



Because reasons
g. I want this because reasons. 

h. I need this for reasons. 

Two effects: 

1) Speaker cannot justify their desire rationally 
2) Speaker does not want to give the actual reason they want something 

because it is shameful



Because science
i. Of course evolution is true, because science.  (Macmillan Dictionary)

Effects: obviousness, unwillingness/inability to actually explain 

j. We’re sending water bears in space because science/for science. 

Effects: justified not by an immediate goal, but for progress in general



k.  l.



Because logic
m. I'm sure kneejerk antifeminist dickwads think that the eradication of men is 
exactly what we women mean by "plz can we have equal rights now thx." 
Because logic.” (West 2012)

Effects: used for reported speech to undermine the other point of view; 
sarcasm, mockery 



Schnoebelen 2014
23’583 public tweets (January 2014)



Schnoebelen 2014
Compared to other folks tweeting at the same time, because-X‘ers are fans of 
Sherlock, YouTube, Tumblr, One Direction (especially Harry), Justin Bieber, and 
Ariana Grande. They also like “bands” more generally, pizza, sex, cats, and 
books. They are decidedly less likely to talk about software, basketball, 
NASCAR, business, or to use words associated with African-American 
Vernacular English. In terms of broad demographics, it does look like young 
women are leading the innovation. Folks who use because X are mostly in the 
US (but there are a fair number of Londoners using it). The construction is 
fairly evenly spread across the US, though there’s a bit more on the East Coast 
and in Arizona than we’d expect given the base levels of Twitter uses in those 
places.



GloWbE
Corpus of Global Web-based English (Mark Davies)

2012-2013, 1.9 billion words

20 countries, web language

Search: “ because NOUN . “





GloWbE
Most common Xs: because science, because duh, because art

Countries of origin: USA, UK, Aus, Bangladesh, Ireland, Singapour, Hong Kong, 
Canada, Niger 



NOW
News On the Web (Mark Davies)

2010-now, 6+ billion words

20 countries, online press

Search: “ because NOUN . “







Further developments and conclusion
Research is still being conducted 

New Web-based corpus coming soon from Mark Davies (2017 data, 14 billion 
words)

On-going development with other conjunctions 

e.g. I was gonna go out for drinks, but Netflix.

Similar constructions in many languages -> linguistic need? 



Thank you for your attention!
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